In order to simultaneously obtain global optimal model structure and coefficients, this paper proposes a novel Wiener model to identify the dynamic and static behavior of a gas turbine engine. An improved kernel extreme learning machine is presented to build up a bank of self-tuning block-oriented Wiener models; the time constant values of linear dynamic element in Wiener model are designed to tune engine operating conditions. Reduced-dimension matrix inversion incorporated with the fast leave one out cross validation strategy is utilized to decrease computational time for the selection of engine model feature parameters. An optimization algorithm is no longer needed compared to the former method. The contribution of this study is that a more convenient and appropriate methodology is developed to describe aircraft engine thermodynamic behavior during its static and dynamic operations. The methodology is evaluated in terms of computational efforts, dynamic and static estimation accuracy through a case study involving data that are generated by general aircraft engine simulation. The results confirm our viewpoints in this paper.
Introduction
Gas turbines are complicated thermodynamic machines and widely used as the power supply for commercial and military planes. The modeling and simulation of aircraft engines is a general methodology for optimization of design, performance and maintenance [1, 2] . The engine operating parameters such as speed, pressure, temperature along the engine flow path are separately measured by the full authority digital electric control (FADEC) and engine monitoring unit (EMU) for control and health management [3, 4] . An accurate on-board model is capable of providing real-time realistic estimations of aircraft engine operating parameters. The unmeasurable state parameters representing the health condition of engine modules can be calculated from the residuals between the real measurements of these operating parameters and their predicted values from an on-board engine model [5] [6] [7] . In addition, the engine model provides a redundancy channel of operating parameters [8] . For sensor fault tolerant control, this channel value can replace a faulty sensor signal used for feedback control [9, 10] . An engine model with real-time performance and high confidence of both dynamic and static behavior becomes a key factor in aircraft control methodology and is of great interest.
There are two groups of engine models: physics-based and data-based models. The former models are established using information about the engine physics, such as characteristic maps, thermodynamic relationships, mass, momentum and energy balance [11, 12] . Numerous studies have been conducted on the development of these aero-thermodynamic engine models, such as single branch block-structure model; it makes the description of the dynamic and static behavior easy [24] . There are three kinds of these block-oriented models, including Hammerstein, Wiener and Wiener-Hammerstein models [28] .
The number of blocks in Wiener-Hammerstein is relatively large, and data to determine the model parameters of the superimposed model are hard to produce [29] . A Hammerstein model is often used as an approximate expression for a system where nonlinearity only resulted from the change of direct-current gain with input amplitude; this model cannot depict aircraft engine operating process due to the engine dynamics distinctly varied with the input amplitude. Compared to the Hammerstein model, the Wiener model can show variations of dynamic behavior for different input amplitudes. The Wiener model has a simpler structure than the Wiener-Hammerstein model, and it requires fewer model parameters to be computed. Hence, the Wiener model is used to depict engine dynamic behavior varying with operating conditions and is recommended for engine identification.
The identification of the nonlinear static part in a Wiener model can be determined from the steady-state relationship of the aircraft engine. The aero-thermodynamic operating data includes engine physical spool speed, capacity flow, total temperature and total pressure. The dynamic relationships of these operating data are generally simplified in a first-order delay [6, 30] . Therefore, the linear dynamic block of the Wiener model is expressed in an inertial element of a transfer function:
where the coefficient in this linear dynamic part is the time constant τ of the first-order inertial element, and i represents the i-th linear dynamic part related to the i-th engine model output. For the nonlinear static element of Wiener models, it is the nonlinear expression y = f (v). The nonlinear static part related to the nonlinear relationship of the engine operating input-output is represented by a lookup table.
The linear dynamic part is employed to depict system dynamic behavior in a Wiener model; the time constant τ of the transfer function Equation (1) is unchanged. However, previous experimental results on gas turbines show that the time constant of a first-order lag for the operating data varies with different engine operations. This model does not have enough tunable parameters to represent engine dynamic characteristics, and it is difficult to meet the requirements of engine dynamic accuracy. Therefore, a self-tuning Wiener model approach is introduced to modify the transfer function coefficients of the linear dynamic block to system operating conditions to improve flexibility and estimation accuracy of the Wiener model.
The engine spool speeds, low-pressure spool speed and high-pressure spool speed, are the important parameters that represent the engine operating state and are added as regression variables in the NARX (nonlinear auto-regressive exogenous input) model to describe varying time constants of the nonlinear feature:
where Y is the engine operating data to be estimated, and the regression factors n a and n b are the count of output and input terms. NL and NH are high pressure spool speed and low pressure spool speed, which are defined as the relative regression variable. The time constant can be adaptive to the engine operations to improve the dynamic description of the engine nonlinearity in Equation (2) . In this aspect, a learning machine (LM) is introduced to perform this NARX in self-tuning WM (SWM). Figure 1 shows the training schematic of the self-tuning Wiener model; UD indicates unit delay and W f is fuel flow. The sample interval of the nonlinear static part is 0.02 s with the form of the lookup table. The regression factors na and nb determining the model structure have an important impact on the performance of engine identification except for the type of nonlinear estimator [31] . The Enhanced Wiener Model (EWM) is developed to identify system for a two-shaft industrial gas turbine in [25] , and the regression factors of the LM estimator embedded in the WM are calculated by trial and error. However, a systematic method to obtain the structure parameters of these Wiener models, especially in aircraft engine applications, has not been presented due to the problem-specific nature.
In this paper, the GA-KELM is first extended from the EWM framework, where the genetic algorithm (GA) as a well-known optimization technique is combined with the KELM. The regressor factors of GA-KELM are gained by trial, and it has the similar training schematic as the EWM. It is noted that both the invasive weed optimization (IWO) and GA are the population-based optimization algorithms, and it is hard to reach a steady global optimal result in every searching calculation due to their stochastic nature. The optimization process needs to be performed several times to generate the appropriate result. In addition, the optimization algorithm used to tune the LM model parameters like weighting vector and biases consumes large time. With regards to computational efforts, static and dynamic estimation accuracy, a novel KELM especially for the SWM is proposed without use of population-based optimization techniques.
Improved KELM for Self-Tuning Wiener Model
Neural networks play an important role in machine learning field and have been widely applied in engineering. In the last decade, the ELM algorithm is developed by Huang from the NN [32] . The input weight and biases related to ELM hidden layer nodes are randomly generated, and thus less model parameters to be calculated leads to much faster learning speed. The kernel function mapping from input space to feature space by the kernel transformation is then introduced into the ELM to form the KELM, and it brings better steady calculation [33] .
Given N samples {( , ) | 1,2,..., } , and it is presented by ( )
Once the number of hidden layer node is L, the function F is expressed as: The sample interval of the nonlinear static part is 0.02 s with the form of the lookup table. The regression factors n a and n b determining the model structure have an important impact on the performance of engine identification except for the type of nonlinear estimator [31] . The Enhanced Wiener Model (EWM) is developed to identify system for a two-shaft industrial gas turbine in [25] , and the regression factors of the LM estimator embedded in the WM are calculated by trial and error. However, a systematic method to obtain the structure parameters of these Wiener models, especially in aircraft engine applications, has not been presented due to the problem-specific nature.
Given N samples {(x i , y i )|i = 1, 2, . . . , N} , wherein
T ∈ R n is the input and y i is the output. The learning problem is to search an optimal function F : x i → y i , and it is presented by F(x i ) ≈ y i . Once the number of hidden layer node is L, the function F is expressed as: where a j = [a 1j , a 2j , . . . , a nj ] T is the input weighting vector between the j-th hidden and input nodes, b j is the bias of the j-th hidden node, β j is the output weighting vector between the j-th hidden and output nodes. The expression a j x i indicates the vector inner product and g( ) is activation function of hidden layer node. A regularization factor C referred to SVM algorithm [33] is to produce a new risk functional R = ||β|| + C||Hβ − y||, and thus the learning problem is:
The factor C is the weight assignment of empirical risk and structural risk. The slack variable ε i implies the differences between the predicted and actual value. The optimal output weight of Equation (4) is
Compared to the ELM, the KELM adds a regularization term I N /C. In addition, the kernel transformation k(x i , x j ) replaces an explicit expression in the input space of the ELM.
where the kernel parameter γ indicates the kernel distribution width. The output function in Equation (3) can be calculated
where α is the KELM output weight. The detailed KELM algorithm can be referred to [34] . The model feature parameters such as regressor factors and KELM kernel parameter γ should be given before the SWM implementation in engine model, which the keys to affecting SWM performance. Some Cross validation methods are employed to select these parameters, which essentially include hold-out, K-cross validation (KC) and leave one out cross validation (LOOC) methods. Among the methods above, the LOOC brings a better generalization performance, but computational time dramatically increases in the case of a large dataset [35] .
For this purpose, an FKELM method is put forward where Fast LOOC is to improve the computational efforts in the framework of KELM theory. This methodology relies on block matrix inversion and the LOOC strategy. Provided the effects of p-th training sample is neglected, the estimate y p and weighting vector α p of output can be written as: where A p is the one-dimension simplified matrix compared to original matrix A, and it is that the p-th column elements of A are zero but the p-th row element in this column invariant. That is to say, the contribution of the p-th sample to KELM output weighting vector can be almost neglected. The expression of these two matrices are given:
The p-th element of v is −1, and the p-th element of u is 0. We can obtain the following expression:
The Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury equation is introduced:
The Equation (8) can be rewritten as follows using the conclusions of Equations (10) and (11):
Furthermore, we can obtain the following two equations:
where
T , and a ip (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) is the corresponding subscript element of A −1 . α(p) is the p-th element of α, and the simplified output weight is calculated:
Therefore, the inverse of simplified output weight vector can be reached directly by Equation (15), and no additional calculation about matrix inversion is needed. It implies that the number of inversion calculation can be reduced from N to 1, and the FKELM is obtained from the KELM combined with FLOOC (Fast LOOC) validation method. As we know, the matrix inversion calculation occupies the most calculation time, the reduction of matrix inversion count save lots of computational time in the training phase. It leads to greatly less computational efforts for selection of feature parameters by the FKELM. The detailed steps of this methodology are presented as follows:
Step 1: Initialize model parameters, Let p = 1; Empirically produce a set of M candidates including the regressor factors n a , n b , and kernel parameter γ; Select the KELM feature parameter combination (n a , n b , γ) k from candidate set, and k = 1.
Step 2: Train the KELM using N samples to generate the matrices A and A −1 with full dimensions as the KELM parameter combination (n a , n b , γ) k .
Step 3: Calculate the simplified output weight vector α p by Equation (15) and y p by Equation (8).
Step 4: If p < N, then p = p + 1 and return to step 3; otherwise, compute the generalization performance index of KELM: align
Step 5: If k < M, then k = k + 1 and go back to step 2; otherwise, stop the procedure and select the optimal KELM feature parameter combination (na, nb, γ) and the output weight vector α who has the minimum value of RMSE k .
The FKELM is used as the regression estimator to tune the model coefficients of linear dynamic part to engine operation for the SWM. The optimal model feature parameters and output weight in the SWM framework is obtained by the FKELM, and population-based optimization algorithm is no longer needed as the EWM.
Aircraft Engine Identification by Self-Tuning Wiener Models
The proposed methodology is tested on a virtual aircraft engine created from GGTS that is based on thermodynamic physical theory and with the architecture of engine component level model [11, 36] . The GGTS is similar to CMAPSS, which is not available to Chinese now. GGTS provides various kinds of aircraft engine model, like turbojet, turbofan and turboshaft engine model and their simulation data, which has been well used in aviation industry corporation of China. The engine component characteristic maps and design operation data are loaded to GGTS to create a turbofan engine model (TEM) [14, 37] , which is coded using C language and packaged with a dynamic link library (DLL) for simulation in Matlab environment.
The TEM produces engine-sensed data comprising of snapshot measurements for dynamic behavior collected around design point. The available instrumentation at design operation is reported in Table 1 , where the first four measurements define the engine operation and the rest flow path sensors could be used for FADEC or EMU. The examined engine operates at the condition of the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA).
A bank of self-tuning Wiener models is employed to identify the engine instead of conventionally a single stochastic model. There are one input (W f ) and four outputs (NL, NH, W 3 , and Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT)) considered in the examined engine model. The variables like H, Ma and atmosphere condition are not included in the model inputs as in the International Standard Atmosphere condition at ground. Thus this engine model is a SIMO system, and consists of four SWMs related to four outputs. Each SWM is developed based on the blocked-oriented Wiener model, time constant of which is self-tuned to operating conditions by the FKELM. Figure 2 shows a bank of SWMs for low bypass ratio aircraft engine. Aircraft engine spool speeds NL and NH are the most important parameters representing its operating state [36] . Besides, the nature of speed sensors installed in the engine is high accuracy and quick response, and there is far less time lag than flow and temperature sensors. Hence, the last step of spool speeds act as the regression inputs not only for the speed SWMs themselves but also for the SWMs of W 3 and EGT. The fuel air ratio (FAR) is employed as the input for the SWM of EGT, which is different from the other SWMs using W f . The FAR serves as control variable of the speed control loop in the FADEC, which can effectively reduce engine surge probability and lead to change the specific exhaust gas emissions. Hence, FAR is recognized as one of the inputs in the EGT SWM. The Quasi-amplitude-modulated pseudo random binary sequence (APRBS) data is loaded to learn each SWM [38] , which is developed from a well-used excitation signal for nonlinear system identification [39] . SWMs of W3 and EGT. The fuel air ratio (FAR) is employed as the input for the SWM of EGT, which is different from the other SWMs using Wf. The FAR serves as control variable of the speed control loop in the FADEC, which can effectively reduce engine surge probability and lead to change the specific exhaust gas emissions. Hence, FAR is recognized as one of the inputs in the EGT SWM. The Quasi-amplitude-modulated pseudo random binary sequence (APRBS) data is loaded to learn each SWM [38] , which is developed from a well-used excitation signal for nonlinear system identification [39] . The procedure schematic to engine identification by the proposed methodology is presented in Figure 3 . The TEM is to generate the data for both of training and testing, which is developed from GGTS using the design point data and component maps. The training data are excited using Quasi-APRBS to the TEM, and then sorted and removes one sample out to obtain yp for training each FKELM. The initial combinations of model feature parameters are fed into each FKELM corresponding to its SWM to obtain the optimal model structure, kernel parameter and output weighting vector. The linear dynamic element with tuned time constant and the nonlinear static part are together formed the SWM related to each model output. Then the identified engine model represented by the bank of SWMs is created based on the integration of four SWMs as given in Figure 2 . In the testing process, the test data brought from the TEM is to evaluate performance of the established engine model. The procedure schematic to engine identification by the proposed methodology is presented in Figure 3 . The TEM is to generate the data for both of training and testing, which is developed from GGTS using the design point data and component maps. The training data are excited using Quasi-APRBS to the TEM, and then sorted and removes one sample out to obtain y p for training each FKELM. The initial combinations of model feature parameters are fed into each FKELM corresponding to its SWM to obtain the optimal model structure, kernel parameter and output weighting vector. The linear dynamic element with tuned time constant and the nonlinear static part are together formed the SWM related to each model output. Then the identified engine model represented by the bank of SWMs is created based on the integration of four SWMs as given in Figure 2 . In the testing process, the test data brought from the TEM is to evaluate performance of the established engine model. 
Simulation and Analysis

FKELM Performance Evaluation
The FKELM is compared against LOOC-KELM and KC-KELM [36] in this section. The involved algorithms run in Matlab Software R2016b, and the computer hardware used for simulation is configured as follows: CPU i3-550 @ 3.20 GHz and RAM 4GB. The computational efforts of three cross validation methods are first assessed using the benchmark data set of "sinc". The expression of artificial data set "sinc" is:
There are M training samples generated in the range of (−10, 10), and the scales of these samples are separately 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000. The regularization factor C is 0.5. Table 2 gives the computational efforts comparisons of the three methods. We can see that the computational time of LOOC is 0.75 s as data size 500 and 277.29 s as size 3000, and it adds evidently as dataset scale increases. Both of the FLOOC and KC consume less time than the LOOC especially in large data size cases, while the FLOOC is about half of that of KC in all cases. Hence, the FLOOC method is the best one for fast computational evaluation in the large scale dataset. The generalization performance of proposed FKELM is compared with those of LOOC-KELM and KC-KELM using two benchmark datasets "Boston housing" and "Abalone", which are taken from UCI Machine Learning Repository. The sample scales of the "Boston housing" and "Abalone" are separately 455 and 1000, and the data are normalized to the range of [−1, 1]. Two kernel functions, namely Gaussian kernel in Equation (6) and asymptotic kernel in Equation (18) [34], are discussed:
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The kernel parameter γ are empirically selected 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 10 0 , 10 1 and 10 2 . The RMSE used as generalized performance indices of these KELM algorithms defined by Equation (16) , and the results are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . The RMSE of various KELMs to benchmark dataset "Boston housing" and "Abalone". In Table 3 , the RMSE of LOOC-KELM is 0.07475 and the minimum in the case of the dataset "Boston housing" when the Gaussian kernel γ is 10. The minimal RMSE in the same dataset is also generated as the Asymptotic kernel γ = 10. The KC-KELM and FKELM produce the minimal RMSEs as γ = 10 as the Gaussian and Asymptotic kernel used. As was mentioned earlier, LOOC-KELM has the best generalization performance once the number of train sample being infinite, and the FKELM is an approximate to LOOC-KELM whose p-th row element effect to inversed matrix is ignored. The RMSE by FKELM is much closer to that by LOOC-KELM compared to KC-KELM. In the benchmark dataset "Abalone", the similar conclusion can be gained. Consequently, the proposed FKELM is the best choice among the examined KELM algorithms in terms to the computational efforts and generalized performance, and it will be applied to tune the linear dynamic part of SWM.
Engine Identification Application of the Methodology
Aircraft engine dynamic and static behavior is identified by the self-tuning Wiener model (FSWM), and the dynamic performance of the FKELM self-tuning Wiener model (FSWM) is compared to the WM, NN-WM, EWM and GA-SWM, while the static performance of FSWM is tested against the NN. The basic WM has the fixed time constant of linear dynamic part. The NN-WM has the similar architecture as the EWM, and the difference is that the EWM parameters is adjusted by the IWO algorithm but no optimization algorithm is employed to tune those of the NN-WM in training phase. The design parameters of the involved algorithms are given as [25] . The FKELM and basic KELM are separately used as regression estimators to yield the time constant of linear dynamic element in FSWM and GA-SWM, and the GA is no longer to tune the model parameters for the FSWM which is different from the GA-SWM.
The fuel flow is generated using Quasi-APRBS, and flown into the TEM to produce the I/O data for engine identification given in Figure 4 . The input data are given in the first plot and the output data in the rest plots in Figure 4 . W f change context is from 0.55 to 1, and the dwell time is randomly selected between 10 and 24. The Quasi-APRBS engine data totally 1000 s are divided into two subsets, which are the former 800 s for training samples and the remaining 200 s for testing samples. The performance evaluation function of the engine models for the purpose to search the optimal structure parameters is given: 
where the PC is percentage of compliance, EPmax is maximum error percentage, EPmean is mean error percentage, and D is Y dimension. The weighting coefficient wi determines the contribution of different error indices (PC and EPmax) to the objective function, and w1 and w2 are 0.5 in this study.
Two vectors Y and Ŷ are separately the desired and estimated of the engine outputs, and Y is the mean of vector Y. The optimal estimator regressor factors na, nb of the NNWM, EWM, GA-SWM are calculated with the minimal evaluation function as Equation (19) by several tries. The number of regressor factors na and nb are separately changed in the intervals [1, 5] and [0, 5] by 1. The specification results of the optimal structure for different Wiener models are reported in Table 4 , and the basic WM is not included because of no regression estimator used. It is noted that the FSWM structure parameters are obtained in the FKELM training phase, and at the same time the output weighting vector and kernel parameter are gained. In the FKELM training process, the evaluation function Equation (19) replaces Equation (16) as new generalization performance index. The kernel parameter varies in an interval as given in Section 4.1. The Quasi-APRBS engine data totally 1000 s are divided into two subsets, which are the former 800 s for training samples and the remaining 200 s for testing samples. The performance evaluation function of the engine models for the purpose to search the optimal structure parameters is given:
where the PC is percentage of compliance, EP max is maximum error percentage, EP mean is mean error percentage, and D is Y dimension. The weighting coefficient w i determines the contribution of different error indices (PC and EP max ) to the objective function, and w 1 and w 2 are 0.5 in this study. Two vectors Y andŶ are separately the desired and estimated of the engine outputs, and Y is the mean of vector Y. The optimal estimator regressor factors n a , n b of the NNWM, EWM, GA-SWM are calculated with the minimal evaluation function as Equation (19) by several tries. The number of regressor factors n a and n b are separately changed in the intervals [1, 5] and [0, 5] by 1. The specification results of the optimal structure for different Wiener models are reported in Table 4 , and the basic WM is not included because of no regression estimator used. It is noted that the FSWM structure parameters are obtained in the FKELM training phase, and at the same time the output weighting vector and kernel parameter are gained. In the FKELM training process, the evaluation function Equation (19) replaces Equation (16) as new generalization performance index. The kernel parameter varies in an interval as given in Section 4.1. The time constant of linear dynamic part in each SWM is continuously varied with aircraft engine operations, which are presented in Figure 5 . The time constant variation indicates that the tunable dynamic characteristics in the linear part make the block-oriented Wiener model more flexible.
The time constant of linear dynamic part in each SWM is continuously varied with aircraft engine operations, which are presented in Figure 5 Table 5 gives the dynamic performances of five model identification methods against the training and testing data with regards to the performance indices (PC, EPmax, EPmean, Ttrain and Ttest). Table 5 gives the dynamic performances of five model identification methods against the training and testing data with regards to the performance indices (PC, EP max , EP mean , T train and T test ). The Wiener models with tuned time constant have obviously better estimation accuracy than the basic WM from three former indices in Table 5 . The block-oriented Wiener model using KELM including GA-SWM and FSWM, have superior estimation accuracy to NNWM and EWM. The GA-SWM and FSWM have almost the same dynamic estimation performance.
When computational efforts are concerned, WM's train time is the least, and the same conclusion is to the test time. There are no regression estimator parameters to be tried or trained in the basic WM. The FSWM is the best one among four Wiener models with tuned time constant. All FSWM parameters are generated in training stage of FKELM, and no optimization algorithm is involved. In the FSWM, the model feature parameters selection and FKELM output weight vector tuning are not stepwise performed. These indicate that the proposed FSWM strategy is an effective way to gain system parameters.
The NN performance indices are not presented, since the conclusion that NN's dynamic estimation performance inferior to EWM had been proved in [25] . The averages of engine model outputs in terms to three indices (PC, EP max , and EP mean ) are shown in Figure 6 , where PC is defined by PC = 1 − PC. The Wiener models with tuned time constant have obviously less estimation error percentage than the basic WM both in the train mode and test mode as seen from Figure 6 . 
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. The Wiener models with tuned time constant have obviously less estimation error percentage than the basic WM both in the train mode and test mode as seen from Figure 6 . The steady estimation error is another key index to evaluate performance of proposed modeling approach. Fifteen operating points above the idle condition are used, at which the steady errors are calculated. Figure 7 gives the steady estimation errors of the NN and block-structured FSWM methods. The FSWM brings few steady errors while NN produces maximum errors close to 3% for NL, NH, W3, and EGT estimation around the idle from Figure 7 . The NN's steady error approaches to that of FSWM at the engine operation near design point. The steady estimation error is another key index to evaluate performance of proposed modeling approach. Fifteen operating points above the idle condition are used, at which the steady errors are calculated. Figure 7 gives the steady estimation errors of the NN and block-structured FSWM methods. The FSWM brings few steady errors while NN produces maximum errors close to 3% for NL, NH, W 3 , and EGT estimation around the idle from Figure 7 . The NN's steady error approaches to that of FSWM at the engine operation near design point.
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Since the identified engine model is a SIMO system, it runs with an architecture of the bank of SWMs. In order to further evaluate the engine model identified by FSWM, the static and dynamic behavior joint tests are carried out. The time constant of all linear dynamic elements are simultaneously modified by regression estimator. Figure 8 indicates a more detailed FSWM performance compared to the EWM for the NL, NH, W3 and EGT estimation, and the simulation time is 200 s on the joint test. The engine models identified by both of the EWM and FSWM have acceptance agreement with the target TEM. Compared to the EWM, the model outputs by the FSWM is more close to the TEM outputs in Figure 8 . It indicates that the FSWM produces less modeling errors, and the FSWM has better dynamic estimation accuracy than the EWM. The FSWM produces similar steady estimation accuracy as the EWM, and it coincides with the previous ones in module tests. Since the identified engine model is a SIMO system, it runs with an architecture of the bank of SWMs. In order to further evaluate the engine model identified by FSWM, the static and dynamic behavior joint tests are carried out. The time constant of all linear dynamic elements are simultaneously modified by regression estimator. Figure 8 indicates a more detailed FSWM performance compared to the EWM for the NL, NH, W 3 and EGT estimation, and the simulation time is 200 s on the joint test. The engine models identified by both of the EWM and FSWM have acceptance agreement with the target TEM. Compared to the EWM, the model outputs by the FSWM is more close to the TEM outputs in Figure 8 . It indicates that the FSWM produces less modeling errors, and the FSWM has better dynamic estimation accuracy than the EWM. The FSWM produces similar steady estimation accuracy as the EWM, and it coincides with the previous ones in module tests. The basic WM and other tunable Wiener models developed on the basis of block structure, which have nonlinear static part to represent static behavior. Hence, the block-oriented Wiener models have almost the same steady performance, and only FSWM is given to compare the NN in Figure 7 .
Since the identified engine model is a SIMO system, it runs with an architecture of the bank of SWMs. In order to further evaluate the engine model identified by FSWM, the static and dynamic behavior joint tests are carried out. The time constant of all linear dynamic elements are simultaneously modified by regression estimator. Figure 8 indicates a more detailed FSWM performance compared to the EWM for the NL, NH, W3 and EGT estimation, and the simulation time is 200 s on the joint test. The engine models identified by both of the EWM and FSWM have acceptance agreement with the target TEM. Compared to the EWM, the model outputs by the FSWM is more close to the TEM outputs in Figure 8 . It indicates that the FSWM produces less modeling errors, and the FSWM has better dynamic estimation accuracy than the EWM. The FSWM produces similar steady estimation accuracy as the EWM, and it coincides with the previous ones in module tests. 
Conclusions
This paper develops a systematic approach which includes model structure selected, parameter tuned and model integrated steps that lead to an improved model identification. The novelty of this methodology lies in the development of FKELM algorithm and the SWMs bank architecture, and the combination of these techniques for aircraft engine modeling named the FSWM is proposed. One advantage of this methodology is that the dynamic estimation performance becomes more accurate as the tunable time constant of linear dynamic element compared with the fixed value in the basic WM. The steady estimation accuracy of FSWM is superior to the traditional machine learning method due to the nonlinear static element held in the block-oriented WM. Another advantage of this methodology is that the global optimal model feature parameters and weighting vector obtained directly by the training phase can evidently reduce computational time-consuming, and no population-based optimization algorithm is employed to tune the model parameters compared to the EWM. This indicates the bank of SWMs could be a more potential model-based tool for on-board real time control and fault diagnosis.
The methodology is tested and validated using the measurement data of a low-bypass ratio aircraft engine which are established from GGTS. Both of the SWM related to each engine output and the bank of SWMs as an entire engine outputs are numerically evaluated against the engine simulation data. The methodology developed in this paper is not limited to dual-spool engine, but also can be applied to other engine types. The model feature parameters including structure parameters of regressor and kernel parameters of KELM are the key elements to affect the FSWM performance to the aim of aircraft engine system identification. The proposed FKELM brings an effective way to rapidly select these model parameters altogether with the output weighting vector during the training process.
This research points out a new direction in block-oriented Wiener model identification by proposing an appropriate bank of SWMs using FKELM technique that is specifically beneficial for aircraft engine modeling applications. Although the FKELM produces less dynamic modeling errors than the EWM in dynamic tracking simulation, the maximum dynamic errors still more than 0.01 in Figure 8 . There are several important topics for further study related to this research. First, the transfer functions for four outputs are all simplified to one-order inertial expressions, and it is better to utilize a two-order function to approximate a two-spool gas turbine engine. Further works can be performed to investigate the performance when the order of linear dynamic element is increased and each SWM has different transfer function order. Second, although this paper focuses on the SIMO system identification for gas turbine engine at ground, extensions to the cases that have more than the examined aero-thermodynamic parameters in this study or more wide operational condition in flight envelope are worthy of future exploration. 
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